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Пояснювальна записка 

 

 

 

Методичні рекомендації містять тренувальні вправи та тестові завдання 

на використання пасивного стану в англійській мові. Тренувальні вправи 

сприяють кращому засвоєнню граматичного матеріалу та формуванню 

необхідних навичок. Тестові завдання дають змогу перевірити чітко 

визначений обсяг матеріалу, є змога охопити тестуванням усю групу 

студентів, інформацію про рівень знань студентів можна отримати за дуже 

короткий час (завдання виконуються протягом 10 хвилин). Крім того, 

використанням тестового контролю викладач стимулюватиме поточну 

роботу студентів, адже часте проведення невеликої за обсягом перевірки 

привчає студентів до регулярних занять іноземною мовою. 

Тестові завдання можуть бути використані як для підсумкового 

контролю, так і для проміжного контролю знань з граматики англійської 

мови і умінь застосовувати їх на практиці. Тестовий характер завдань сприяє 

об’єктивній оцінці знань студентів на основі достовірної інформації . З 

підрахунку помилок виводиться об’єктивна оцінка – “задовільно” – якщо 2/3 

завдань студент виконав, “добре” – якщо допущено 3 помилки, і “відмінно” – 

за наявності не більше 1 помилки. 

Призначено для студентів 1 курсу факультету міжнародних відносин, а 

також усіх, хто вивчає англійську граматику. 
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THE PASSIVE VOICE 

USAGE AND FORMATION 

 

The passive voice is used when we want to focus attention on the person or 

thing affected by the action. Normally, the performer of the action, or the agent, 

comes first and is made the subject of the verb and then we use the active form of 

the verb. The other person or thing is made the object of the verb.  

Consider these examples:   

'The boss invited her to the party.' 

'The construction company in Station Road employs three hundred people.' 

 

 However, if you want to focus on the person or thing affected by the action, 

you make the person or thing the subject of the sentence and use the passive voice:   

'She was invited to the party by the boss.'  

 'Three hundred people are employed by the construction company in Station 

Road.'  

 

We often prefer to use the passive voice when:  

 1. We do not know who the agent is:  

 'I don’t know who did it, but my pet rabbit has been let out.'  

 'I had the feeling that I was being followed.'  

 instead of:  'I don’t know who did it, but someone has let out my pet rabbit.'  

 'I had the feeling that somebody was following me.'  

 

2.When it is obvious to the listener or reader who the agent is:  

 'I had been instructed to remove all the ash trays.'  

 'She discovered that she was being paid less than her male colleagues.'  

 instead of:  'My boss had instructed me to remove all the ash trays.'  

 'She discovered that the firm was paying her less than her male colleagues.'  
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3. When it is not important to know who the agent is:  

 'Do you want a lift?' 'No thanks, I’m being collected.'  

 instead of:  'Do you want a lift?' 'No thanks, someone is collecting me.'  

 

4. When the agent has already been mentioned:  

 'In the next session of parliament, new laws will be introduced aimed at 

stopping domestic violence.'  

 instead of:  'In the next session of parliament, the government will introduce 

new laws aimed at stopping domestic violence.'  

 

5. When people in general are the agents:  

 'All the Beatles records can be borrowed from the central library.  

 instead of:  'You can borrow all the Beatles records from the central library.  

  

 Passive forms are made up of an appropriate form of the verb ‘to be’ 

followed by the past participle (pp) form of the verb:  

 

 

Verb form Construction Example 

 

Present simple am/is/are + pp How is this word 
pronounced? 

Present continuous am/are/is being + pp The house is being 
redecorated. 

Present perfect simple has/have been + pp
  

He has just been sacked! 

Past simple was/were + pp All his credit cards were 

stolen last week. 
Past continuous was/were being + pp

  
He was being treated for 
depression when he won 
the lottery. 

Past perfect simple had been + pp The vegetables had been 

cooked for far too long, but 
we had to eat them. 
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Future simple will be + pp The house contents will be 

auctioned on Saturday.  
 

Future perfect simple will have been + pp There’s no point in 
hurrying. It will all have 

been eaten by now. 
Infinitive (to) be + pp  Exams have to be taken 

almost every year you are 
at school. 
Do you know who is going 
to be invited?  

 
       

It is possible to form the passive with other verb forms, such as the perfect 

continuous ones, but usually it is better to avoid these forms because of their 

complicated and inelegant structure e.g.  

 'The factory has been being built for 10 years!  

 

Verbs with two objects 

Some verbs that have two objects can make two different passive sentences: 

For example: ‘give’ - Active: He gave me the book / He gave the book to me.  

You can choose either of the two objects to be the subject of the passive 

sentence.  

Passive: I was given the book (by him)/ The book was given to me (by him)  

Other verbs like this are: ask, offer, teach, tell, lend, promise, sell, throw. 

 

 Note that it is only transitive verbs which can have passive forms. 

Intransitive verbs, like cry, die, arrive, disappear, wait, which often describe 

physical behaviour, cannot be used in the passive voice. They have no objects, so 

there is nothing to become the subject of a passive sentence. 
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EXERCISES 

 

1. Choose the best way to complete the sentences below 

1. He may forget the password.  

a) The password may be forgot.   

b) The password may been forgot.  

c) The password may have been forgotten.  

d) The password may be forgotten.  

 

2.  He should have done the assignment.  

a) The assignment should have been done.  

b) The assignment should be done.  

c) The assignment should had been done.   

d) The assignment should have been did.   

 

3. John has completed the project.  

a) The project completed by John.  

b) The project has been completed by John.  

c) The project was completed by John.  

d) The project has completed by John.   

 

4. He should have done the assignment.  

a) The assignment should be done.   

b) The assignment should had been done.  

c) The assignment should have been did.  

d) The assignment should have been done.  

 

5.  They ought to change the law.  

a) The law ought to been changed.   
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b) The law ought been change.  

c) The law ought to be changed.  

d) The law ought to have been changed.  

 

6. We might see a comet tonight.  

a) A comet might could be seen tonight.  

b) A comet might be saw tonight.  

c) A comet might be seen tonight.  

d) A comet might have been seen tonight.   

 

7.  I have received your letter.  

a) Your letter have been received by me.  

b) Your letter has been received by me.  

c) Your letter has been receiving by me.   

d) Your letter was received.  

 

8. She was reading a book by Tolstoy.  

a) A book by Tolstoy has being read by her.   

b) A book by Tolstoy was being read by her.  

c) A book by Tolstoy is being read by her.  

d) A book by Tolstoy was read by her.  

 

9. She had seen the movie before.  

a) The movie had been seen by her before.   

b) The movie had seen by her before.   

c) The movie was seen by her before.  

d) The movie is seen by her before.   

 

10. Haven't they painted the building yet?  

a) Hadn't the building been painted yet?  
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b) Hasn't the building been painted yet?  

c) Isn't the building painted yet?  

d) Wasn't the building painted yet? 

 

2. Change the sentences to the passive voice  

1. They found oil in the North Sea. Oil _____ in the North Sea. 

2. We should not leave litter about. Litter _____  about. 

3. They built new houses in High Street last year. New houses _____  in High 

Street last year. 

4. They sell sweets in this shop. Sweets _____  in this shop. 

5. We should not pollute our environment. Our environment_____  . 

6. They export electrical goods to other countries. Electrical goods_____  to other 

countries. 

7. They produce planes in GB. Planes_____   in GB. 

8. They export some products to Austria. Some products_____   to Austria. 

9. They grow coffee in Brazil. Coffee _____  in Brazil. 

10. They completed the Capitol in 1865. The Capitol _____  in 1865. 

 

 3. Use the verbs in passive in the necessary tense form 

1. Paul _____   (send) to prison. (Future simple) 

2. My brother _____   (just beat) in the race. (Present perfect) 

3. He _____   (tell) to wait outside. (Past simple) 

4. I _____   (not pay) for the work. (Past simple) 

5. Policemen _____   (often ask) the way. (Present simple) 

6. The lawn _____   (cut) once a week. (Present simple) 

7. We _____  (ask) by the police. (Future simple) 

8. The towels _____  (not use). (Past simple) 

9. He _____   (not sell) the jewels. (Present simple) 

10. They _____   (teach) French. (Present simple) 
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11. The fire brigade_____    (phone) soon after the fire had broken out. (Past 

simple) 

12. You _____   (laugh) at if you talk such nonsense. (Future simple) 

13. All the fruits _____   (eat up) by the guests. (Past simple) 

14. The letter _____   (answer) tomorrow. (Future simple) 

15. Stamps _____   (sell) here. (Present simple) 

 

4. Change the sentences to the passive voice  

1. Many people begin new projects in January  

2. You must wash that shirt for tonight’s party.  

3. Mum is going to prepare the food.  

4. They make shoes in that factory.  

5. We will have to examine you again.  

6. They had finished preparations by the time the guests arrived.  

7. The delegation will meet the visitors at the airport.  

8. We have produced skis here since 1964.  

9. All workers will read the memo.  

10. Nobody can beat Tiger Woods at golf.  

11. They also speak German at EU meetings.  

12. We must look into the question.  

13. Someone reads the newspaper to him every day.  

14. The Chinese discovered acupuncture thousands of years ago.  

15. Has he given you back the book yet?  

16. The police locked up the criminals.  

17. They must have left the keys behind.  

18. The robbers made up the story.  

19. The boy is eating the cake.  

20. Dad promised by a box of chocolates.  

21. The spider scared her.  

22. The guide will show us the Natural History Museum in the afternoon.  
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23. The dentist is cleaning the woman’s teeth.  

24. She showed her relatives the new house.  

 

5. Change the sentences to the passive voice 

1. The Browns have built the large house.  

2. A jellyfish stung her while she was swimming.  

3. They gave her a nice present.  

4. Jane is singing the new song.  

5. The storm destroyed the house.  

6. People spent a lot of Monday on the first shopping Saturday.  

7. How do you write that word?  

8. She watered the flowers every day.  

9. The headmaster called his parents to the office.  

10. Ben will direct the show.  

11. The dog has broken the window pane.  

12. You must pay the bill first.  

13. They were interviewing her for the job.  

14. The professor told him not to talk in class.  

15. You shouldn’t speak to your neighbor.  

16. Do not leave your bicycle in the hall.  

17. Can you learn French easily?  

18. Your impolite tone surprises me.  

19. James will repair the car.  

20. An unknown author wrote the book.  

21. They forced him to steal the money out of his dad’s room.  

22. Our neighbors have invited us to dinner.  

23. Why are they tearing down the old theatre?  

24. I will present my ideas at the conference tonight.  

25. She would have told you.  
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6.  Change the sentences to the passive voice 

1. They introduced me to her husband  

2. Someone sold this old hat to my wife.  

3. They are pushing the car.  

4. Someone broke into my office.  

5. They were talking about you.  

6. You ought to clean the desk.  

7. The headmaster will contact you.  

8. Nobody has given out the news yet.  

9. Didn’t she tell you the truth?  

10. The thieves had stolen all the gold.  

11. The students are using the computers right now.  

12. They often mistreat the patients here.  

13. Edison invented the gramophone.  

14. Everybody admired your last book.  

15. Someone is knocking at the door.  

16. They might take the old man to the hospital.  

17. They could have kicked her out of the restaurant.  

18. We will have to give them more attention.  

19. The cat ate the sandwich.  

20. They told us that the water is clean.  

21. Millions of fans will see the final game tomorrow.  

22. They told us to leave the room.  

23. You should review the lessons before the test.  

24. The doctors have made the announcements over the loudspeakers.  

25. The publishers are reading the book.  

 

7. Change the sentences to the passive voice  

1. One of the cleaners has found my purse.  

2. The robber hit him on the head with a hammer.  
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3. The government has built a new road in this area.  

4. The assistant handed me a note.  

5. We elected John class representative.  

6. Someone has taken my wallet.  

7. Many people use bicycles as a means of transport.  

8. They advised me to get a visa.  

9. They were rebuilding the old road when I drove by.  

10. The local council opened a new shopping centre.  

11. They haven’t decided anything yet.  

12. The crowd was slowly filling the new stadium.  

13. Someone has suggested that the shop should close.  

14. Dad used a knife to open the window.  

15. The waitress will bring you your drinks in a minute  

16. Nobody ever heard anything of John again.  

17. People asked me the way three times  

18. Lots of people had parked their cars on the pavement.  

19. The helpers have not packed the boxes yet.  

20. They are still preparing the food.  

21. They will launch the new ship next week.  

22. Christopher Wren built the church in the 17th century.  

23. Beckham scored the goal in the 35th minute.  

24. We serve all main courses with vegetables and salad.  

25. Someone pushed Harry over the railing.  

 

8. Complete the following sentences using Passive Voice 

1. There's somebody behind us. I think we________   (follow) . 

2. A mystery is something that________   (expalin/can't) . 

3. We didn't play football yesterday. The match________   (cancel) . 

4. The television________   (repair) . It's working again now. 

5. The church tower________   (restore) . The work is almost finished. 
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6. "How old is the tower?" "It ________  (believe)  to be over 60 years old." 

7. If I didn't do my job properly, I________   (would/sack) . 

8. A/ I left some papers on the desk last night and I can't find them now. 

    B/ They (might/throw) ________    away. 

9. After ________  (arrest) , I (take)  to the police station. 

10. I learnt to swim when I was young. I ________  (teach)  by my mother. 

 

9. Complete the sentences using one of these verbs in the correct form     

cause hold invite overtake translate 

damage include make show write 

 

1. Many accidents ______ by dangerous driving.    

2. Cheese ______ from milk.   

3. The roof of the building ______ in a storm a few days ago.    

4. There's no need to leave a tip. Service ______ in the bill.   

5. You ______ to the wedding. Why didn't you go ?    

6. A cinema is a place where films ______.   

7. In the United States, elections for President ______ every four years.  

8. Originally the book ______ in Spanish and a few years ago it ______ into 

English.   

9. We were driving along quite fast but we ______ by lots of other cars. 

 

10. Introduce correct passive forms of the verb in Perfect Tenses:  

1. ________   you/ever/rob in the street? Yes, once.  

2. The house ________   completely/burn before the fire brigade arrived.  

3. Our conversation ________   interrupt by phone calls three times so far.  

4. Your wages ________   not/pay by next Tuesday.  

5. After all exams ________   pass, we went on holiday.  

6. We ________   deceive by Mark lately so we don't trust him any more.  

7. How ________   your/ideas/receive since you came back to work?  
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8. The supper ________   cook by 8 o'clock.  

9. Jack's flat ________   nicely/furnish before he invited us to visit him.  

10. ________   your/town/invade with so many tourists before? No, it is the first 

time.  

11. The letter ________   open before Jim came back from work.  

12. Not much ________   say since I joined my friends.  

13. All the cash ________   spend by the end of next week.  

14. The noise at the party ________   tolerate until George broke the window.  

15. My street ________   not/sweep even once since I moved in.  

16. Such bad weather ________   not/expect so we were all angry.  

17. My radio ________   not/repair yet. It's still broken.  

18. Everything we learned________    forget by the end of our holiday.  

19. The window in my car ________   smash and it looked terrible.  

20. That song ________   already/play five times! I can't listen to it any more. 

 

11. Change the sentences to passive voice. This time there are two answers 

1. John gave a bar of chocolate to Jill. 

a:________________________________________________________________ 

b:________________________________________________________________ 

2. I lent a pencil to Graham. 

a:________________________________________________________________ 

b:________________________________________________________________ 

3. Fiona told the truth to Julian. 

a:________________________________________________________________ 

b:________________________________________________________________ 

4. They offered the job to Simon. 

a:________________________________________________________________ 

b:________________________________________________________________ 

5. The boss showed the new computer to Anna. 

a:________________________________________________________________ 
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b:________________________________________________________________ 

6. Julie taught the grammar to the students. 

a:________________________________________________________________ 

b:________________________________________________________________ 

7. I sent the email to John. 

a:________________________________________________________________ 

b:________________________________________________________________ 

8. Lucy threw the ball to the child. 

a:________________________________________________________________ 

b:________________________________________________________________ 

9. Sophia sold the car to a doctor. 

a:________________________________________________________________ 

b:________________________________________________________________ 

10. I asked the question to David. 

a:________________________________________________________________ 

b:________________________________________________________________ 

 

12. Insert the required tense (Passive Voice). Translate the sentences 

into Ukrainian 

 1. "I don't want to hear another word. I __ never __ so __ in my whole life. (to 

insult) (Shaw) 2. But what shall I do if you __ ? (to kill) (Shaw) 3. Godfrey waited, 

before he spoke again, until the ale __ and the door __ (to bring, to close) (Eliot) 4. 

In whatever spare time he could find, he read the current research journals, trying 

to understand the implications of the experiments which __ throughout the world, 

(to perform) (Wilson) 5. Merriman, order the dog-cart at once. Mr. Ernest __ 

suddenly to town, (to call back) (Wilde) 6. Upon the Doctor and the widow the 

eyes of both Mr. Tuprnan and his companion __ for some time, when the stranger 

broke silence, (to fix) (Dickens) 7. In 1834, the Houses of Parliament, with the 

exception of Westminster Hall __ by fire. They __ '. by Sir Charles Barry, (to 

destroy, to rebuild) 8. "I'm afraid that we're going to have to move," he said. "This 
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lab won't be big enough for us after all. But there's a double room on the eleventh 

floor that __ " (to use — negative) (Wilson) 9. Lanny noticed that he __ by three 

white men from the coffee stall on the other side of the road, (to watch) 10. It was 

past eleven o'clock — a late hour for the little village of Cobham — when Mr. 

Pickwick retired to the bedroom which __ for his reception, (to prepare) (Dickens) 

11. We __. if we __, but never mind, (to scold, to see) (Ch. Bronte) 12. The Nobel 

Prize __ to him in 1924 when the advent of wave mechanics had revealed the 

importance of his work, ten years after his famous experiment __ (to give, to 

perform) (Wilson) 13. The camp of peace will not allow the outbreak of a new war 

that __ by the imperialists. (to prepare) 14. I called... to ask if a diamond brooch of 

mine __ (to find) (Wilde) 15. The tea-things __ scarcely ___ when the London 

coach deposited Mr. Weller, senior, at the door. (to put away) (Dickens) 16. 

Annette's most valuable stone was ruby, which __ to her when she was twelve by 

an Indian prince who was in love with her mother, (to give) (Murdoch) 17. He 

[Jim] put down his pail... and bent over the toe with absorbing interest while the 

bandage __ (to unwind) (Twain) 18. He carefully examined the contents of his 

case, and did not speak again until the beer __ and he had paid for it. (to bring) 

(Priestley) 19. The little patient — and __, and now lay composed in her crib, (to 

examine, to soothe) (Ch. Bronte) 20. It was an idea that __ at that moment __ by 

Colonel Melchett and Colonel Bantry. (to discuss) (Christie) 21. Lanny __ cruelly, 

heartlessly in the way Sara __ When he __, the barking of a dog __ It __ by hurried 

footsteps, (to beat, to beat, to beat, to hear, to follow) 22. He [Arthur] went up to 

his room. Nothing in it __ since his arrest, (to change) (Voynich) 23. You can feel 

when you __. (to watch) (Hilton) 24. The oldest of London's present-day theatres is 

th( Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, which __ in 1663 and __ since __ several times, (to 

open, to reconstruct) 25. Below decks the atmosphere was close. Many cigarettes 

__, and __. (to smoke, to smoke) (Clark) 26. She kept an eye on the Leanharn 

people to see that her action __ duly ___ (to notice) (Maugham) 27. Rumania is a 

Balkan State which __ long __ for its mineral springs. (to know) (Maugham) 28. 

After a few routine questions __ and __, Dr. Lord leant back in his chair and 
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smiled at his patient, (to ask, to answer) (Christie) 29. Ettore was twenty-three. He 

__ by an uncle in San Francisco and was visiting his father and mother in Torino 

when war __ (to bring up, to declare) (Hemingway) 30. He strode up to the front 

door of the forlorn house and rang the bell like one who __ there for weeks, (to 

expect) (Priestley) 31. After lunch, we heard that Charles Lenton __ for. (to send) 

(Snow) 32. Breakfast __ scarcely ___ when a waiter brought in Mr. Dowler's card, 

(to clear away) (Dickens) 33. One could not walk or drive about Philadelphia 

without seeing or being impressed with the general tendency toward a more 

cultivated and selective social life. Many excellent and expensive houses __ (to 

erect) (Dreiser) 34. I __ constantly __ in the street. I like it. It gives an amusement 

to the dullest walk, (to follow) (Maugham) 35. A minute earlier, a small boy with a 

partly deflated red balloon had run out into the cleared forbidden street. He __ just 

__ : and __ back to the curb by his father... (to capture, to drag) (Salinger) 36....the 

railway __ at all at that time, (to use — negative) (Shute) 37. The gentleman was 

so startled that he took the night train for the Continent and __ never __ of since, 

(to hear) (Maugham) 

 

13. Change from passive into active voice 

1. I was misunderstood by the audience.  

2. The factory has been completely destroyed.  

3. The concert has been given by a young pianist.  

4. Who was the light bulb invented by?  

5. The menu wasn't prepared by the cook.  

6. I will be given a reward tomorrow.  

7. Sam has been rescued by a dog.  

8. An investigation is being carried out by 2 detectives.  

9. A new type of car will be presented next year.  

10. My neighbours have been fined 500$ by the president 

11. The parade will be live-covered by the TV.  

12. Who was she attacked by?  
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13. She wasn't informed about the meeting.  

14. A dangerous accident was caused last night.  

15. The walls are covered with graffiti.  

16. Many roads are being blocked by the strikers.  

17. He was sent to prison for 3 months by the judge.  

18. When was this city founded?  

19. You will be asked a question by the radio presenter.  

20. Who was it printed by? 

 

14. Change from passive into active voice 

1. The school was built 2 years ago by the workers.  

2. Coffee is imported by the sellers from Brazil.  

3. The radio programme is being listened to by Mark.  

4. A black suit must be worn tonight.  

5. Much money has been saved by Julie so far.  

6. The TV has just been turned on.  

7. Was it mentioned by the priest?  

8. The morning newspaper is brought to me by John Cook.  

9. We will be provided with such armchairs.  

10. Is basketball often played by boys in your country?  

11. The old gallery is being painted.  

12. Soft drinks will be served at the party.  

13. I have been warned by my dad.  

14. This blouse must not be ironed.  

15. Has my mug been seen by anyone?  

16 .She can't be disturbed because she is learning.  

17. This poem was written by Słowacki.  

18. Nothing will be said to his partner.  

19. This song has been sung by Madonna.  

20. You will be paid at the end of the month. 
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15. Change from passive into active voice 

1. Has the lift been repaired yet?  

2. Paper is made of wood.  

3. Four glasses of milk are drunk by my cat. 

4. He was sent a telegram by somebody from homeland.  

5. The money hasn't been transferred by the clerk.  

6. Were you introduced to Harry?  

7. The books will be published next month.  

8. I was given a flower.  

9. Who was it done by?  

10. Animals must not be kept here.  

11. This digital camera is used occasionally.  

12. The suspect has been arrested.  

13. Who were you given my phone number by?  

14. It may have been offered to him.  

15. A poor girl was robbed.  

16. The customers are being asked to wait a moment.  

17. You will be found by him!  

18. Children must be vaccinated against measles.  

19. She was being laughed at.  

20. The exam will be passed by Mathew. 

 

16. Fill in the gaps with the necessary form of the passive voice  

1. Many rock stars say the real thrill is that they enjoy ________  (watch) by 

thousands of adoring fans. 

2. Your car is a death trap. It ________  (should/send) to the scrap yard years ago! 

3. I'm sorry this office is so dirty but it can't ________  (clean) until tomorrow 

morning at the earliest. 
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4. Any teacher who hits a student should ________  (sack) immediately. 

5. John's big dream is that he wants ________  (discover) by a big time music 

producer. 

6. ________  (rob) in the street is a terrifying experience indeed. 

7. The factory is losing a lot of money every week and ________  (shut) next 

Thursday. 

8. But it might ________  (save) if we make an appeal to the local bank. 

9. Before ________  (recycle), glass bottles are thoroughly washed and the labels 

removed. 

10. Jak was fired from the local car wash because, even though he hadn't paid, he 

let his friend's car ________  (wash). 

 

17. Make passive sentences from the following information. You will 

often have to change the word order to make the most natural sentence. 

For example: Mona Lisa \ Leonardo da Vinci \ paint : The Mona 

Lisa was painted by Leonardo da Vinci. 

1. 1937 \ ballpoint pen \ invent. 

2. hospital \ open \ The Queen \ last week. 

3. car \ steal \ 10pm last night. 

4. you \ see \ with another woman! 

5. what time \ he \ attack? 

6. we \ meet \ at the airport \ tour guide. 

7. they \ marry \ vicar dressed like Elvis Presley. 

8. Poland \ invade \ 1939. 

 

18. Read the news report, choose the correct verb form  

1. Millions of dollars' worth of damage has been caused by a storm which  

________  (swept/was swept) across the north of the United States last night.  

2. The River Reiner ________   (burst/was burst) its banks after heavy rain. 
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3. Many people ________   (rescued/were rescued) from the floods by fire-

fighters. 

4. Firefighters________    (received/were received) hundreds of calls for help. 

5. Wind speeds ________   (reached/were reached) ninety miles an hour in some 

places. 

6. Roads  ________  (blocked/were blocked) by fallen trees. 

7. Electricity lines ________   (brought/were brought) down, leaving thousands of 

homes without electricity. 

8. "Everything possible ________   (is doing/is being done) to get things back to 

normal," a spokesman said. 

9. One young girl ________   (took/was taken) to hospital after she broke her leg.  

10. She has now ________   (sent/been sent) home. 

 

19. Fill the gaps with the correct tenses (active or passive voice) 

1. In the year 122 AD, the Roman Emperor Hadrian (visit) ________ his 

provinces in Britain.  

2. On his visit, the Roman soldiers (tell) ________  him that Pictish tribes from 

Britain's north (attack)  them.  

3. So Hadrian (give) ________  the order to build a protective wall across one of 

the narrowest parts of the country.  

4. After 6 years of hard work, the Wall (finish) ________  in 128.  

5. It (be) ________  117 kilometres long and about 4 metres high.  

6. The Wall (guard) ________  by 15,000 Roman soldiers.  

7. Every 8 kilometres there (be) ________  a large fort in which up to 1,000 

soldiers (find) ________  shelter.  

8. The soldiers (watch) ________  over the frontier to the north and (check) 

________  the people who (want) ________  to enter or leave Roman Britain.  

9. In order to pass through the Wall, people (must go) ________  to one of the 

small forts that (serve) ________  as gateways.  
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10. Those forts (call) ________  milecastles because the distance from one fort to 

another (be) ________  one Roman mile (about 1,500 metres).  

11. Between the milecastles there (be) ________  two turrets from which the 

soldiers (guard) ________  the Wall.  

12. If the Wall (attack) ________  by enemies, the soldiers at the turrets (run) 

________   to the nearest milecastle for help or (light) ________  a fire that 

(can / see) ________  by the soldiers in the milecastle.  

13. In 383 Hadrian's Wall (abandon) ________.  

14. Today Hadrian's Wall (be) ________  the most popular tourist attraction in 

northern England.  

15. In 1987, it (become) ________  a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

 

20. Complete the sentences (Active or Passive Voice). You must either 

use Simple Present or Simple Past 

1. The Statue of Liberty (give) ________  to the United States by France.  

2. It (be) ________  a present on the 100th anniversary of the United States.  

3. The Statue of Liberty (design) ________  by Frederic Auguste Bartholdi.  

4. It (complete) ________  in France in July 1884.  

5. In 350 pieces, the statue then (ship) ________  to New York, where it (arrive) 

________  on 17 June 1885.  

6. The pieces (put) ________  together and the opening ceremony (take) 

________  place on 28 October 1886.  

7. The Statue of Liberty (be) ________  46 m high (93 m including the base).  

8. The statue (represent) ________  the goddess of liberty.  

9. She (hold) ________  a torch in her right hand and a tablet in her left hand.  

10. On the tablet you (see / can) ________  the date of the Declaration of 

Independence (July 4, 1776).  

11. Every year, the Statue of Liberty (visit) ________  by many people from all 

over the world. 
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21. Rewrite the following paragraph in the active voice 

Last summer our house was painted by me. The job took about two weeks. 

First, the exterior was washed using warm water and a mild detergent. Then all the 

chinks and pores in the walls were sealed with putty. After the putty had had a 

chance to dry, the exterior could be painted. A latex paint was used because it is 

easy to apply and cleans up with water. A whole week was needed to finish this 

part of the job. I was very careful to apply the paint evenly because I did not want 

to have to apply two coats. A color was used that was very close to the original 

color. Our house is a two-story house, which meant that a tall ladder was needed to 

do the second story. The paint can had to be balanced on the top rung of the ladder 

while I worked. When the job was finished, a great deal of satisfaction was felt by 

me. I had to pat myself on the back. Even my dad said that a good job was done. 

 

22. Translate into English, using the Passive Voice where possible.  

(A) 1. Його ніде не бачили протягом усього тижня. Він хворий? 2. 

Пожежа почалася вночі, і полум’я було видно здалеку. 3. Коли я приїхала у 

Київ, цей будинок ще будували. 4. Цей будинок був збудований до того, як 

почалась війна. 5. Я впевнена, що вам допоможуть у вашій роботі. 6. 

Московський університет названий на честь Ломоносова. 7. Павлову був 

присвоєний почесний ступінь доктора Кембріджського університета. 8. 

Телеграму відправили пізно увечері, тому її отримають лише вранці. 9. Цю 

книгу уже продали. 10. В цей момент обговорювали дуже важливе питання, і 

її всі уважно слухали. Його обговорювали вже більше, ніж дві години. 11. 

Вона знала, що сестра повернеться додому пізно. Її запросили в театр.  

 

(B) 1. Мені щойно запропонували цікаву роботу. 2. Хворому  

заборонили палити. 3. Дітям наказали йти спати. 4. Мене попросили прийти 

через декілька днів. 5. Мені задали декілька питань, на які я не зразу зміг 
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відповісти. 6. Хворому порекомендували поїхати на південь. 7. Мені вчора 

сказали, що ви були хворі. 8. Нам вчора дали декілька нових журналів та 

книг. 9. Йому порадили залишитися вдома. 10. Мені показали проект нового 

театру. 11. Його запитали, хто живе в цьому будинку. 12. Це саме та стаття, 

яку нам порадили прочитати. 13. Мене прислали допомогти вам. 14. Мене 

попросили розповісти вам, що сталося. 15. Мені сказали прийти рівно о 

п’ятій годині. 16. Їй порадили займатися музикою 17. Йому порадили 

звернутися до хорошого лікаря.  

 

(C) 1. Доповідача слухали дуже уважно. 2. Діти люблять, коли їм 

читають. 3. Про цю подію багато говорять. 4. На нього можна покластися? 5. 

На цю книгу ніколи не посилаються. 6. За машиною послали, як тільки речі 

були спаковані. 7. Взимку в цьому будинку ніколи не жили. 8. Не розумію, 

чому про цей фільм так багато говорять. 9. Його промова на зборах була 

такою чудовою, що про неї потім багато говорили.  
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TESTS 

 

Variant 1 

 

Choose the correct variant 

 

1. The building ______ two years ago. 
a) destroyed 
b) was destroyed 
c) was destroy 
d) destroy 

 
2. I ______ by the news he had told me the day before. 

a) am surprising 
b) surprised 
c) was surprised 
d) am surprised  

 
3. ______ he ______ at the airport tomorrow? 

a) Is … being met 
b) Will … be meet 
c) Will … be met 
d) Will … meet 

 
4. Yesterday the whole programme ______ over to a report from Bosnia. 

a) has been given 
b) was given 
c) gave 
d) gives 

 
5. A lot of priceless works of art ______ in the earthquake. 

a) have been destroyed 
b) was destroyed 
c) has been destroyed 
d) destroyed 

 
6. Because my visa had expired I ______ from re-entering the country.  

a) prevented 
b) am prevent 
c) prevent 
d) was prevented 
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7. It’s generally agreed that new industries ______ for the southern part of the 
country. 

a) are need 
b) are needed 
c) need 
d) needed 

 
8. It’s incredible to think that these clothes ______ by Queen Victoria. 

a) wear 
b) being worn 
c) were worn 
d) worn 

 
9.  A new drug ______ to combat asthma in small children. 

a) is developing 
b) has been developed 
c) develops 
d) has developed 

 
10.  A number of political prisoners ______ within the next week. 

a) will be released 
b) release 
c) were released 
d) will release 

 
11. The game ______ to the children. 

a) demonstrates 
b) was demonstrate 
c) is demonstrating 
d) will be demonstrated 

 
12. When I was young I ______ by my aunt and uncle. 

a) was looked for  
b) was looked after 
c) was looked at 
d) was being looked 

 
13. He ______ for nearly 12 hours. 

a) has operated  
b) operates with 
c) is operated at 
d) was operated on 
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14. His decision ______. 
a) approves of 
b) was approved of 
c) approved of 
d) was approve 

 
15. The land next to our house ______. 

a) has been bought 
b) have been bought 
c) was being bought 
d) bought 
 

16. The tennis court ______ so we couldn’t play. 
a) has been used 
b) was used 
c) used 
d) has used 

 
17. Better results ______ soon. 

a) will be expect 
b) are expected 
c) expect 
d) will expect 

 
18. We ______ by a loud noise during the night. 

a) woke up 
b) are woken up 
c) were woken up 
d) were waking up 

 
19.  A new supermarket is going to ______ next year. 

a) build 
b) be built 
c) be building 
d) building 

 
20. There’s somebody walking behind us. I think ______ . 

a) we are following 
b) we are being following 
c) we are followed 
d) we are being followed 

 
Variant 2 
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Choose the correct variant 

 

1. ‘Where ______ ?’ ‘In London’. 
a) were you born 
b) are you born 
c) have you been born 
d) did you born 

 
2. There was a fight at the party, but nobody ______. 

a) wasn’t  hurt 
b) was hurt 
c) were hurt 
d) hurt 

 
3. Jane ______ to phone me last night, but she didn’t. 

a) was suppose 
b) supposed 
c) is supposed 
d) was supposed 

 
4. Where ______? Which hairdresser did you go to? 

a) did you cut your hair 
b) have you cut your hair 
c) did you have cut your hair 
d) did you have your hair cut 

 
5. ______ during the storm. 

a) They were collapsed the fence 
b) The fence was collapsed 
c) They collapsed the fence 
d) The fence collapsed 

 
6. The new computer system ______ next month. 

a) is being install  by people  
b) is be installed 
c) will be installed 
d) is been installed 

 
8. The children ______ to the zoo. 

a) were enjoyed taken 
b) enjoyed being taken 
c) were enjoyed taking 
d) enjoyed taking 
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9. ______ chair the meeting.  
a) John was decided to 
b) There was decided that John should 
c) It was decided that John should 
d) John had been decided to 

 
10. This car is not going ______ in the race.  

a) to drive 
b) to be drive 
c) to driven 
d) to be driven 

 
11. Will these clothes ______ by Saturday?  

a) make 
b) made 
c) be make 
d) be made 

 
12. The mice ______ the cheese.  

a) have eaten 
b) have been eaten 
c) has eaten 
d) has been eaten 

 
13. When a student I ______ to the discos every Friday night. 

a) used to go 
b) are used to go 
c) use to go 
d) were used to go 

 
14. Neither Jim nor Jack ______ there. 

a) was invited 
b) was been invited 
c) were invited 
d) were been invited 

 
15. Your food ______. 

a) is still being prepared 
b) has still been prepared 
c) is being prepare 
d) will prepare yet 

 
16. Their engagement ______ in the local paper. 

a) was announced 
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b) has been announcing 
c) is being announced 
d) had announced 

 
17. When ______?  

a) has the letter posted 
b) has the letter been posted 
c) was the letter posted 
d) did the letter post 

 
18. After the volcanic eruption of 1957 the railway station ______. 

a) destroyed completely 
b) was completely destroyed 
c) has been destroyed 
d) has destroyed 

 
19. I didn’t realize our conversation ______ to. 

a) was listen 
b) will be listened  
c) is listened  
d) was being listened 

 
20. Jack said the letter ______ the next day. 

a) would be sent  
b) will be sent  
c) is being sent 
d) is sent 

 
Variant 3 

 

Choose the correct variant 

 

What’s the matter? My car ______. 
a) was just stolen  
b) has just been stolen  
c) is just stolen 
d) has just stolen 

 
2. One of the theatres in our city ______ now. 

a) is reconstructing  
b) is being reconstructed  
c) was being reconstructed  
d) will be reconstructed 
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3.That house ______ a long time ago. 
a) has been sold  
b) was sold  
c) is sold 
d) sold 

 
4. Jin said the room ______. 

a) will have already been cleaned  
b) will be cleaned  
c) had already been cleaned 
d) had already cleaned 

 
5. All the banks ______ on Sundays. 

a) are closed  
b) had been closed 
c)  had close 
d) are been closed 

 
6. The documents ______ by 5 p.m. 

a) will have signed 
b) will be signed  
c) are signed  
d) will have been signed 

 
7. We ______ on our way home yesterday. 

a) were being followed  
b) are being followed  
c) have been followed 
d) were follow 

 
8. My sister ______ to hospital tomorrow. 

a) is being taken  
b) will be taken  
c) was taken 
d) will take 

 
9. The cake smells so nice. It ______. 

a) will just be baked  
b) has just been baked 
c) has just baked  
d) is just baked 

 
10. The conference room ______ at the moment.  

a) was being used  
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b) had been used  
c) is being used 
d) is using 

 
11. When we arrived at the airport, we found that the flight ______. 

a) had been cancelled  
b) is being cancelled  
c) has been cancelled 
d) had cancelled 

 
12. The flowers in the flowerbeds ______ by this evening. 

a) will watered 
b) are being watered  
c) were watered  
d) will have been watered 

 
13. America ______ several centuries ago. 

a) discovered  
b) had been discovered  
c) was discovered  
d) will be discovered 

 
14. The floors in the office ______ every day. 

a) are swept  
b) will have been swept  
c) were being swept 
d) sweep 

 
15. An old woman ______ while she was living with her children. 

a) is being looked after  
b) was being looked after  
c) will be looked after 
d) looked after 

 
16. I think the money ______ back in the nearest future. 

a) had been paid  
b) were paid 
c) will pay  
d) will be paid 

 
17. My car ______ at the moment. 

a) was being repaired  
b) has been repaired  
c) is being repaired 
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d) is repairing 
 
18. The exams ______ by 3 in the afternoon. 

a) will have been finished  
b) were being finished  
c) are being finished 
d) will have finish 

 
19. Olympic Games ______ every four years. 

a) are held  
b) had been held  
c) will have been held 
d) held 

 
20. When we returned home, the walls ______. 

a) has been painted 
b) were paint  
c) had been painted  
d) will be painted 

 
Variant 4 

 

Choose the correct variant 

 

1. William Shakespeare ______ Romeo and Juliet. 
a) write  
b) wrote  
c) is written 
d) was written 

 
2. “Oliver Twist” and “Domby and Son” ______ by Charles Dickens. 

a) is written  
b) wrote  
c) are written  
d) were written 

 
3. In 1926 the theatre ______ by fire. 

a) is destroyed 
b) was destroyed 
c) destroyed 
d) has been destroyed 

 
4.The shop ______ at nine every day. 

a) is opened  
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b) will opened 
c) was opened  
d) will be opened 

 
5. William Shakespeare ______ in Stratford-upon-Avon. 

a) were born  
b) born  
c) is born  
d) was born 

 
6. London is the place where many famous writers ______. 

a) were born  
b) is born  
c) was born 
d) born 

 
7. Many great writers ______ in Westminster Abbey. 

a) are buried 
b) buried  
c) have buried 
d) has been buried 

 
8. The Poet’s Corner ______ by many people. 

a) know 
b) has known  
c) are known  
d) is known 

 
9. The English language ______ all over the world. 

a) speak  
b) speaks  
c) was spoken  
d) is spoken 

 
10. Jane Austen ______ in the Bath between 1800 and 1806. 

a) lived and worked  
b) was lived and worked  
c) live and work 
d) lives and works 

 
11. Burn’s poems ______ all over the world. 

a) recited  
b) are recited  
c) recite 
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d) is recited 
 
12. Shakespeare’s works ______ read all over the world. 

a) is read  
b) are read  
c) have read 
d) read 

 
13. Yesterday I ______ a very interesting book. 

a) read  
b) am reading  
c) am read 
d) have read 

 
14. Jill ______ if I don’t come to her birthday party. 

a) were offended  
b) will be offended  
c) offended  
d) are being offended 

 
15. William the Conqueror ______ the Tower of London in the 11th century. 

a) build  
b) built  
c) was built 
d) has built  

 
16. St Paul’s Cathedral ______ by Sir Christopher Wren in the 17th century. 

a) build  
b) were built  
c) was built 
d) built 

 
17. Columbus ______ America. 

a) discovered  
b) has been discovered  
c) discover  
d) is discovered 

 
18. Italian ______ in Italy. 

a) are spoken  
b) is spoke  
c) is spoken 
d) has spoken  
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19. Da Vinci ______ the Mona Lisa 
a) painted  
b) is painted  
c) paint 
d) was painted 

 
20. Penicillin ______ by Fleming  

a) is discover  
b) was discovered  
c) discovered 
d) has discovered 

 
Variant 5 

 

Choose the correct variant 

 

1. A new book _____ by that company next year.  
a) will publish 
b) will be published 
c) will be publishing 
d) is publishing 

 
2. When the manager arrived, the problem ____ 

a) had already been solved 
b) had already solved 
c) had solved 
d) had already been solving 

 
3. In more than 200 years the USA Constitution _____ 26 times. 

a) amended  
b) is amended 
c) is being amended 
d) has been amended 

 
4. They _____ this clock now. 

a) are repaired 
b) repair 
c) are repairing 
d) are being repaired 

 
5. It's a big company. It _____ two hundred people. 

a) is employed 
b) employs 
c) employing 
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d) wass employed 
 
6. Our plan _____ by the members of the committee now. 

a) considers 
b) is being considered 
c) considered 
d) is considered 

 
7. This is a large hall. Many parties _____ here. 

a) are held 
b) are being held 
c) has been held 
d) held 

 
8. I don't think we must _____ everything tomorrow. 

a) finish 
b) have finished 
c) be finished 
d) be finishing 

 
 
9. America's first college, Harvard, _____ in Massachusetts in 1636. 

a) founded 
b) is being founded 
c) had been founded 
d) was founded 

 
10. The university of Michigan is one of the best universities in the United States 
and it _____ in Ann Arbor. 

a) has located 
b) located 
c) location 
d) is located 

 
11. The secretary _____ to her new boss yesterday. 

a) introduced 
b) was introduced 
c) is introduced 
d) was introducing 

 
12. A prize _____ to whoever solves this equation. 

a) will be giving 
b) will be given 
c) will give 
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d) gives 
 
13. Tom _____ his key. 

a) has lost 
b) has been lost 
c) was lost 
d) was being lost 

 
14. A cinema is a place where films _____ 

a) show 
b) are shown 
c) shown 
d) have been shown 

 
15. A new supermarket _____ next year. 

a) will be built 
b) will built 
c) is building 
d) will being built 

 
16. Two people ______ in a car accident yesterday. 

a) were killed  
b) are killed  
c) were being killed 
d) killed 

 
17. I ______ before. 

a) will never be mugged  
b) have never been mugged  
c) am never mugged 
d) have never mugged  

 
18. At the police station he _____ a lot of questions. 

a) had been asked 
b) had been asking 
c) was asked 
d) have ask 

 
19. The rent for the house _____ regularly. 

a) was paid 
b) was paiying 
c) paid 
d) pays 
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20. This question _____ at the meeting now. 
a) has been discussed 
b) is discussing 
c) was discussed 
d) is being discussed 

 
Variant 6 

 

Choose the correct variant 

 

1. It seems to me that music _____ from the next room 
a) is being heard 
b) is heard 
c) was heard 
d) heard 

 
2. The article _____ last week, if I am not mistaken 

a) was published 
b) published 
c) is published 
d) was publishing 

 
3. We _____ the historical monuments of the capital to the delegation 

a) are showing 
b) are shown 
c) is shown 
d) shows 

 
4. The poem was so beautiful that it _____ by everybody 

a) was learnt 
b) learnt 
c) will be learnt 
d) was learning 

 
5. He _____ me this book next week 

a) will give 
b) will being given 
c) gives 
d) will be given 

 
6. Moscow University _____ by Lomonosov 

a) found 
b) was founded 
c) was found 
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d) founded 
 
7. The rule explained by the teacher at the last lesson _____ by all of us 

a) understood  
b) was understood 
c) is understood 
d) had been understood 

 
8. Yesterday he _____  to prepare a speech 

a) had told 
b) was told 
c) told 
d) was being told 

 
9. Nobody _____  him yesterday 

a) saw 
b) was seen 
c) were seen 
d) sees 

 
10. I hope the invitation _____  by everybody 

a) will be accepted 
b) accepted 
c) has accepted 
d) will be accept 

 
11. Budapest _____ by the Danube into two parts: Buda and Pest 

a) is divided 
b) was divided 
c) divides 
d) is being divided 

 
12. The telegram _____ tomorrow 

a) will be received  
b) was received 
c) receives 
d) will receive  

 
13. A taxi _____ fifteen minutes ago, so we are expecting it any moment 

a) was called 
b) called 
c) is called 
d) is being called 
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14. The book _____ at the next conference 
a) will be discussed 
b) was discussed 
c) discussed 
d) will discuss 

 
15. Soon he _____ to a sanatorium 

a) will be sent 
b) will sent 
c) sends 
d) sent 

 
16. At the last competition the first prize _____ by our team 

a) was won 
b) won 
c) wins 
d) was win 

 
17. The letter _____ in half an hour 

a) will be posted 
b) was posted 
c) is posted 
d) will post 

 
18. Yuri Dolgoruki _____  Moscow in 1147 

a) was found 
b) founded 
c) was founded 
d) found 

 
19. The question _____  as soon as they arrived 

a) was settled 
b) will be settled 
c) settled 
d) has been settled 

 
20. The bridge _____ by tomorrow morning. 

a) will have been reconstructed 
b) is being reconstructed 
c) will be reconstructed 
d) was reconstructed 

 
Variant 7 
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Choose the correct variant 

 
1. Somebody _____ me on the phone every evening. 

a) asks    
b) is asked   
c) asked    
d) will asks    

 
2. I _____ my exercise-book last week. 

a) was lost 
b) lost  
c) am  lost  
d) losted 

 
3. We _____ not to go out alone by the policeman yesterday. 

a) were told 
b) told 
c) is tell 
d) are told 

 
4. Our teacher _____ the meeting. 

a) has been postponed 
b) was postponed 
c) had  postponed 
d) postponed 

                                                         
5. Who _____ my new car at the moment? 

a) is being used 
b) is using 
c) used 
d) are being used 

 
6. I _____ many questions by my friends after the lesson. 

a) will ask 
b) will be asked 
c) will being asked 
d) asked 

 
7. The children _____ to the museums next week. 

a) will be taken 
b) will take 
c) will take 
d) take 
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8. The man _____ what language I was speaking. 
a) was asked 
b) asked 
c) would asked 
d) is asked 

 
9. _____ these questions _____ yet? 

a) Have ...been discussed 
b) Have ... discussed 
c) Has .....discussed 
d) Had ... been discussed 

 
10. I think he _____ the address already. 

a) has found 
b) has been found 
c) has find 
d) had found 

 
11. Nobody _____ him yesterday. 

a) saw 
b) was seen 
c) has seen 
d) is seen 

 
12. The telegram _____ tomorrow. 

a) will be received 
b) will receive 
c) would been receive 
d) received 

 
13. He _____ me this book next week. 

a) will be given 
b) will give 
c) gave 
d) would given 

 
14. The answer to this question _____ in the encyclopedia. 

a) can find 
b) can be found 
c) could  find 
d) find 

 
15. We _____ the historical monuments of the capital to the delegation yesterday. 

a) showed 
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b) were shown 
c) shows 
d) are shown 

 
16.  The work _____ yet. 

a) hasn’t been finished 
b) wasn’t finished 
c) hasn’t finished 
d) hadn’t finished 

 
17. A lot of new English words _____ this year. 

a) had been learned 
b) is learnt 
c) has been learnt 
d) have been learnt 

 
18. The letter _____ two weeks ago. 

a) wrote 
b) was writing 
c) was written 
d) was being written 

 
19. I _____ at every lesson 

a) have being asked 
b) were asked 
c) am asked 
d) has asked 

 
20. The sky _____ with the heavy clouds. 

a) were covered 
b) are covered 
c) is covered 
d) am covered 

 
Variant 8 

 

Choose the correct variant 

 

1. Battle Creek is a hard-working city, where businesses _____ dedicated 
employees who want to build a good life for their families.   

a) found 
b) have found 
c) have not found 
d) were found 
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2. The book _____ by Hardy.   

a) has written  
b) wrote 
c) was written 
d) was wrote 

 
3. A new book _____ by that company next year.   

a) will publish 
b) will be published 
c) is publishing 
d) publish 

 
4. Have you heard the news? The President _____!   

a) has shot 
b) has been shot 
c) shot 
d) has being shot 

  
5. The bridge _____ by tomorrow morning.   

a) will have been reconstructed 
b) will have reconstructed 
c) is being reconstructed 
d) will be reconstructed 

  
6. I _____ last Friday.   

a) arrived 
b) was arrived 
c) have arrived 
d) was arriving 

 
7. Mr. Green _____ at the University since 1989.   

a) was taught  
b) is teaching 
c) has been teaching 
d) has been taught 

  
8. This situation is serious. Something must _____ before it's too late.   

a) do 
b) to be done 
c) be done 
d) have done 

  
9. The house _____ by a pop star.   
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a) has bought  
b) bought 
c) was bought 
d) have bought 

  
10. He _____ the girl's name now.   

a) remembers 
b) is remembered 
c) has remembered 
d) is being remembered 

 
11. The books must _____ by 12 December.   

a) be returned 
b) have returned 
c) will be returned 
d) return 

 
12. Four people _____ in a train crash.   

a) killed 
b) was killed 
c) have killed 
d) have been killed 

  
13. Detroit _____ as the first capital city of Michigan, but now Lansing is the 
capital city of Michigan.   

a) chosen 
b) was chosen 
c) have been chosen 
d) chose  

 
14. Detroit _____ Motown in the past.   

a) was called 
b) is called 
c) called 
d) has been called 
 

15. A prize _____ to whoever solves this equation.   
a) will be giving 
b) will be given 
c) gives 
d) will give 
 

16. Two men tried to sell a painting that _____. 
a) has stolen  
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b) was stolen 
c) had been stolen 
d) had stolen 
 

17. Hundreds of people _____ by the new factory this year.   
a) are employed 
b) were employed 
c) have employed  
d) have been employed 
 

18. Over 57 million students _____ in American schools which range from 
kindergartens to high schools.   

a) were enrolled 
b) are enrolled 
c) has been enrolled 
d) has been held 
  

19. A new supermarket _____ next year.   
a) will be built 
b) will built 
c) is building 
d) will build 

 
20. Local police _____ the bank robber.   

a) have been arrested 
b) have arrested 
c) was arrested 
d) was being arrested  
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